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   Our recent studies have shown us the immense & destructive influence of large, trans-
national corporations on the working poor around the world.  As a stark contrast to this 
comes the Grameen Bank.  This revolutionary institution, dedicated to the eradication of 
poverty in Bangladesh, provides small loans to people whom ordinary banks consider to be 
poor risks.  By following a strict set of guiding principles and creating a system to ensure its 
success, the Grameen Bank has helped almost eight million Bangladeshis lift themselves out 
of poverty. 
 
   Organizations in many nations around the globe have created similar ‘micro-lending 
institutions’ which have proven successful in helping the poor start their own businesses.  
There is great hope not only for the poor but for most people in the world to create work for 
themselves rather than selling their labor.  Much of this starts at the micro-finance level. 
 
   This project asks you to answer, in-depth, a simple question:  what organizations are doing 
this successfully right now?  Working in pairs, you must find a micro-finance institution to 
research and then teach us what it is doing.  In particular, your group needs to research and 
report on the following key points: 
 

1. What is the group’s philosophy—besides economic development, what other change 
is the group trying to bring about? 

2. Where does the group operate—in which countries? 
3. What are the group’s key principles for successful loans? 
4. Who are the target  populations (which people are they trying to help)? 
5. Is the organization a success?  Why or why not? 

 
Presentations must include reference to at least three of the topics from 
microfinancegateway.org which we’ve taken notes on.  Stick to the 80/20 rule for your 
slideshows (80% images/20% text).   
 
Presentations are due for your finals block.   



 

CATEGORY 4 3 2 1 

Organization Information is very 
organized with well-
constructed 
paragraphs and 
subheadings. 

Information is 
organized with well-
constructed 
paragraphs. 

Information is 
organized, but 
paragraphs are not 
well-constructed. 

The information 
appears to be 
disorganized. 

Quality of 
Information 

Information clearly 
relates to the main 
topic. It includes 
abundant 
supporting details 
and/or examples. 

Information clearly 
relates to the main 
topic. It provides 
several supporting 
details and/or 
examples. 

Information clearly 
relates to the main 
topic. Few details 
and/or examples are 
given. 

Information has 
little or nothing to 
do with the main 
topic. 

Graphics Graphics are neat, 
accurate and add to 
the reader's 
understanding of 
the topic. 

Graphics are 
accurate and add to 
the reader's 
understanding of 
the topic. 

Graphics are neat 
and accurate and 
sometimes add to 
the reader's 
understanding of 
the topic. 

Graphics are not 
accurate OR do not 
add to the reader's 
understanding of 
the topic. 

Mechanics No grammatical, 
spelling or 
punctuation errors. 

Few grammatical, 
spelling or 
punctuation errors 

Some grammatical 
spelling, or 
punctuation errors; 
however, they do 
not interfere with 
reader's 
comprehension. 

Many grammatical, 
spelling, or 
punctuation errors. 

Sources All sources 
(information and 
graphics) are 
accurately 
documented & 
correctly cited. 

All sources 
(information and 
graphics) are 
documented & 
cited; some may not 
be in the correct 
format. 

All sources are 
documented &/or 
cited, but several 
are handled 
incorrectly. 

Some sources are 
neither documented 
nor cited. 

 


